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Based on a novel by

Karen mccombie

INTRODUCTION
Little Bird Flies by Karen McCombie is suitable for teaching to children aged 9+. The five
extracts included in this Teachers’ Pack are linked to important themes in the story and
accompanied by corresponding discussion questions and activities. Together, they provide the
perfect resource for developing literacy and creative writing skills and stimulating debate in
PSHE lessons, tutor time or assemblies, and can be differentiated for upper KS2 and lower KS3
(P5–P7 and S1 in Scotland), at the teacher’s discretion.

About the book
Little Bird Flies is the first of two gripping, dramatic novels – following the
fortunes of Little Bird – from much-loved author, Karen McCombie.
Bridie, also known as Little Bird, lives on the remote
Scottish island of Tornish, the youngest of three sisters.

July
2019

Although she loves her island, with its wild seas and big
skies, she guiltily nurses a secret dream of flight – to
America and the freedom it appears to offer.
But her family are struggling under the spiteful
oppression of the new Laird, and it seems that even
some of the Laird’s own household are desperate to
leave. When the Laird’s full cruelty becomes apparent,
there’s no more time for daydreams as Bridie needs to
help the people she loves escape to safety.

9780857639103
£6.99 250pp
Published by
Nosy Crow

About the Author
Karen McCombie is the author of over 90 books, including the bestselling
Ally’s World series, much-loved Indie Kidd and You, Me & Thing books
and award-nominated evacuee novel Catching Falling
Stars. Before
•
becoming an author, Karen worked as a journalist on ‘Just 17’ magazine
amongst others. She was born in Scotland and lives in North London• with
•
her husband, daughter and beautiful but badly-behaved cat.
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CONTENTS
• EXTRACT 1 (taken from Chapter 1)
THEME: Home
Objectives: To explore the subject of home and its importance; to share and discuss the senses
that we associate with home.
• EXTRACT 2 (taken from Chapter 1)
THEME: Freedom
Objectives: To explore the meaning of ‘freedom’; to create freeze-frames conveying the idea of
freedom; to write for a specific audience and purpose on the subject of freedom.
• EXTRACT 3 (taken from Chapter 1)
THEME: Emigration
Objectives: To map a character’s journey across the world; to write about an idyllic destination
in the style of travel writing.
• EXTRACT 4 (taken from Chapter 9)
THEME: Separation
Objectives: To empathise with a character in the book by writing a diary entry in role as that
character; to explore experiences of separation; to present a personal experience of separation;
to create a collage on the theme of separation.
• EXTRACT 5 (taken from Chapter 13)
THEME: Love and Friendship
Objectives: To create acronyms related to the themes of love and friendship; to write a poem
on the themes of ‘love’ and ‘friendship’; to compose a letter for a special friend.
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LESSON ONE HOME
Extract (Chapter 1, p. 2):
The dream came to me again.
The one that often wakes me in the grey, pearl light before dawn.
In that quiet time, when only the earliest rising birds shyly begin their songs, I lie eyes wide alongside my
sleeping sisters in the cramped box bed, my father and brother snoring and snuffling in the small room
next door. And always I feel as comforted by my mind’s nightly wanderings as if Mother’s cool hand had
stroked my brow.
But sweet as it is, I have no time to laze and think on my dreamings this morning. Something quite
wondrous is happening on the island today and the sudden remembrance of it makes me turn and shake
both Ishbel and Effie from their slumbers.
“Wake up! Wake up!” I call out, scrambling and wriggling from between the stirring bodies on either side
of me, as if I am some skittish small child instead of a grown girl of twelve.

Discussion Questions:
1. What facts do we learn about our narrator Bridie in the extract?
2. How do the descriptions of her home reveal important details about her life?
3. What do you think is the significance of Bridie’s dream?
4. Why is the reference to the ‘birds’ particularly relevant in this extract?
5. How does the writer create intrigue about events yet to come?

•

•
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lesson one home
Activity 1: Your Home

Subjects: Literacy, PSHE
• Think about what the word ‘home’ means to you. It could mean a house, a town, country,
or a number of these places.
• On a piece of house-shaped card, write the word ‘home’ in the centre, then map out
colourful key words and sketches of people, things, and feelings you associate with home.
• Put your house-shaped card on display in the classroom and spend time wandering around
the classroom, reading other students’ cards as you would in a gallery.

Activity 2: Paper Birds

Subjects: Literacy, Speaking and Listening
• Cut out the shape of a bird (or even a paper airplane, if you find it easier!) from a sheet of
coloured paper.
• On it, write your name and one idea that you associate with home for each of the senses;
sight, smell, touch, taste, and hear.
• Throw your bird to a partner in your class who will read it out.
• Consider as a class what your paper birds have in common and what they tell us about the
importance of home.
• Write a poem entitled ‘Home’. Incorporate the ideas that you have written on your paper
bird.
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LESSON TWO FREEDOM
Extract (Chapter 1, p. 12-13):
“Listen, Little Bird,”Will says hurriedly, “I didn’t mean to–”
“Leave me be for a moment,” I murmur, trying to tame my temper.
Safe away from Will, I pick a flat spot a few steps away with a fine mattress of springy moss. I’ll lie here
for a moment, calming myself with a memory of last night’s dream, where my sleeping mind’s eye pictured
this:
I am standing on the summit of Glas Crags, bare feet on tiptoes, treading on the soft moss, so close to the
sky that I might touch it.
Tilting backwards, arms outstretched, I am caught; held by a cushioning of air, then borne off by wending
winds…
It might well be an unsettling dream to another, but for me the sense of freedom it gives me is a joy. And it
is a comfort too, because always, always as I glide there is a sense of some guiding hand slipping into mine,
belonging to someone forever unseen.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What further details are we given about Bridie’s dream in this extract?
2. How does the theme of ‘freedom’ connect to Bridie’s nickname ‘Little Bird’? What might
the image of ‘birds’ symbolise?
3. What sense do you get that Bridie is on the brink of freedom, but she hasn’t quite achieved
it yet? Do you empathise with this feeling? Pick out key words and phrases used by the
author.
4. Why might Bridie’s dream be ‘unsettling’ to others?

•

5. Why do you think Bridie describes freedom as ‘a joy’ and ‘a comfort’?

•
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lesson two freedom
ACTIVITY 1: TO BE FREE

Subjects: Drama, PSHE
• In small groups, consider what it means to be free. Think about the times when you feel
most free. Where do you feel most free? Are there any times when you feel trapped?
• What can stop someone from feeling physically or mentally free?
• Draw a comparison table between two people: one who is free and one who is not. Separate
the table into two columns and write down a list of emotions that you imagine each person
would experience in their different situations.
• In your groups, choose one of the columns. Create a freeze-frame showing how that person
feels. Remember to think about facial expressions, body language, body position and levels
to convey the emotions that you are representing. Perform your freeze-frames to the class.
• Re-read the extract in which Bridie describes her dream. Create another freeze-frame
showing her emotions.

ACTIVITY 2: ROAD TO FREEDOM
Subjects: PSHE, Literacy

• On a bit of scrap paper, write down a scenario in which a person may not feel free.
• Fold all these scraps of paper and put them into a box.
• Randomly pick out a bit of scrap paper from the box, choosing a different one if you
accidentally pick your own.
• Write an advice column responding to the scenario you have picked. Try to give the
anonymous person reassurance and practical advice as to how to deal with their situation.
• Share your work as a class discussing common themes and challenges that occur across the
scenarios.
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Lesson 3 EMIGRATION
Extract (Chapter 1, p. 11):
Oh, yes, my sisters might think themselves blessed to spend all their days on this small patch of rough,
grey rock in the choppy, grey sea, because Mother told us so. “Remember, we are the lucky ones,” she
would say, and talk of the generations of hard-working Highland folk – just like us – that were
evicted from their homes over the last hundred years. Father would listen and nod as Mother talked of
those cruelly evicted so that their lands could become farms of sheep, with wool that would make the
landowning Lairds rich. Of ordinary folk whose belongings were cast out onto the road, cottages boarded
up, thatched roofs set alight, sometimes with old, bedridden men and women inside!
Like my sisters, I would snivel at the sadness of these terrible truths, while Lachlan drowsed in Mother’s
arms.
But then a quiet, traitorous part of me listened, breath held, to stories of families gathering up their few
things and heading for tall ships that would take them to the Carolinas in America, to the wilds of
Northern Canada, to Australia and New Zealand on the other side of the earth.
My eyes closed, my head full of wild imaginings, I would yearn, nay, ache for such adventure…
Now that is the future I would choose for myself, if I had a choice, which of course as a girl – and one
that some might think too feeble for the wider world – I do not.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. Why does Bridie’s mother say: ‘we are the lucky ones’?
2. How do you think it would feel to be one ‘of those cruelly evicted’ folk that Mother talks
about?
3. What does Bridie mean when she describes a ‘traitorous part’ of herself?
4. What is the effect of the words ‘yearn’ and ‘ache’ in Bridie’s descripton?
5. What does Bridie mean at the end of the extract when she says: ‘if I had a choice, which of
course as a girl […] I do not’? Do you agree with her? Why?
•
•
•
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lesson 3 emigration
ACTIVITY 1: THE WIDER WORLD
Subject: Geography

• Consider the idea of going on ‘an adventure’. What does this mean? Can it have positive and
negative connotations? Why?
• On a map, trace the journeys Bridie would have to make around the world to get to all of
the destinations mentioned in the extract.
• Try to work out which journey you think would take the longest amount of time and why.
Which journey would be the most difficult? What would be the best mode of transport to
get to each destination and why?
• Out of these different countries, decide which one of them you would most like to emigrate
to and think of some reasons for your choices.
• Create a classroom display; mark all of the different places chosen by everyone in the class on
a world map.

ACTIVITY 2: WILD IMAGININGS

Subjects: Geography, Literacy
• Now that you have decided upon your preferred destination, write an article for the class
travel magazine, ‘Wild Imaginings’, explaining why this is the perfect place to emigrate to.
• You may want to do some research so that you can write about famous landmarks and the
culture of your chosen destination.
• Make sure you use lots of descriptive language in order to persuade your reader that your
chosen country would be an amazing place to experience. What adventures could you have
there?

•

•
•
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Wild Imaginings
Why you should emigrate to.........................

lesson 4 SEPARATION
Extract (Chapter 9, p. 95-96):
“Bridie?” Father’s voice calls to me softly, as I clutch my billowing nightgown and pitter-patter into the
main room.
I had thought to be useful.To quietly make the fire up and set the dishes for breakfast and have the
porridge simmering before anyone else awoke.To make a little comfort this morning when it felt like
comfort was a thing flown last night.
But here is Father now, sitting in his chair by the flickering fire, up before any of us.Though I notice he is
full-dressed, boots and all. Perhaps he has not been to bed! He does have a dark-eyed look of
someone who might have stayed awake all night. I could imagine that is so. I could imagine the Laird’s
words would be rattling around his head. I could imagine what the other menfolk of our township thought
when Father went off to meet with them after the Laird took his leave…
“Hello, Father. Is there tea? Shall I make you some?” It is a small thing to say.What I really want to ask
I cannot, in case it injures him more to think of the decision he was told of yesterday.
“Come here, Bridie,” Father says softly, and pats one leg. I am grateful for the offer to sit there and have
his arms around me. And I am grateful for being small for my age so that I can nestle in and feel the
comforting pound of his heart and the rough brush of his beard as he plants a kiss on my forehead.
“Must you really go away, Father?” I ask him.
I know that he must. He said so yesterday, did he not? He will not touch the money put away in
Mother’s tin box in the eves, so it is decided that he will take work on the Mainland till harvest at the
end of summer.That we will just have to manage without him while he earns extra. Some of the township
menfolk will help us, he says, if the work is too heavy for us. But I do not say what is truly on my mind;
that if the Laird is prepared to put up our rent, then he will no doubt be telling the same to our
neighbours by-and-by.
And then their menfolk will have to find work away too.
For certain,Tornish will eventually be townships of struggling women and children…
•

•
•
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

lesson 4 separation

1. Which characters are being separated in this extract and why?
2. What do the descriptions of Father suggest about his feelings at this point in the story?
3. What do you think Bridie ‘really want[s] to ask’ her father?
4. How do you think the separation might impact upon Bridie and her siblings?
5. How might the future of Tornish be affected by the separation of men, women, and children
living there?

ACTIVITY 1: DEAR DIARY
Subject: Literacy

• Imagine that you are Bridie’s father and you have to go away to work on the Mainland.
• Write a diary entry from his perspective explaining how you feel about being separated from
your family. Write about your fears and concerns for your children and the future of your
island.
• Try to use some of the previous topics of ‘home’ and ‘freedom’ as inspiration in your writing.

ACTIVITY 2: SHOW AND TELL

Subjects: PSHE, Speaking and Listening, Art & Design
• Consider the subject of separation in your life. Is it something you have experienced? If so,
how did it make you feel? Are you stronger now because of it?
• Bring in a photograph or do a sketch of someone or something that you have been
temporarily been separated from at some point in your life. For example, an object like a toy
or a favourite item of clothing, or a person, e.g. a family member or friend.
• Perform a short presentation explaining why you have chosen this instance of separation,
and why it is significant. Allow some Q&A from your classmates so that you can compare
your experiences.
•
• Create a collage entitled ‘Separation’, inspired by the presentations and
stories that your
classmates have shared.
•

•
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Dear Diary...
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lesson 5 LOVE AND FRIENDSHIP
Extract (Chapter 13, p. 162):
“Hey!” I hear Will’s voice call out, and find him running after me.
“What are you doing?” I ask, as he draws level with me.
“Your sister Effie is every bit as good at driving the pony as I am,” says Will, “so I passed her the reins,
and will keep you company until your Father gets to the cove.”
And his smile, with those bright eyes and the gap where a tooth should be sends the flutters and curdles
clean away, replacing them with a feeling like… like sunshine.
So together we run, my oldest friend and I, and soon we are at the cove, where the tethered rowboats of the
villagers bob at the shoreline.
I slow down, flopping onto the beach so that I might take my hated boots off. I’ll need my feet bare and
my skirts tucked in to push the boat into deeper water.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What do you think Bridie means when she describes ‘a feeling like… like sunshine’? How
does Will make her feel?
2. How has Bridie’s friendship with Will developed since Extract 2?
3. What does Bridie and Will’s decision to ‘run’ together reveal about their relationship?
4. Do you think Bridie will be reunited with her family again? Give reasons for your ideas.
5. What is symbolic about Bridie ‘push[ing] the boat into deeper water’?

•

•
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lesson 5 love and friendshp
ACTIVITY 1: ACRONYMS

Subjects: Literacy, PSHE
• Consider your own experiences of love and friendship. Who are you closest to? Who can
give you a feeling ‘like sunshine’?
• Write the words ‘love’ and ‘friendship’ in the margin of your exercise book or on a blank
sheet of paper.
• Create acrostics for both of these themes, coming up with words and phrases that
describe or are linked to the ideas of ‘love’ and ‘friendship’.
• Where possible, try to make connections to the extract and what you have learned of the
themes in Little Bird Flies.
• Using your acrostics, write a poem or a creative piece entitled ‘Like Sunshine’.

ACTIVITY 2: A MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE
Subjects: Literacy, Art & Design

• Imagine that you are Bridie and you want to leave a message in a bottle to be found by
future inhabitants of your island.
• Write a letter to one of your friends, explaining to them why they are special to you. Tell
them what their qualities are. Finish by telling them how you also try to be a good friend,
and how you might be a better friend in the future.
• Bind your letter in string and place it inside a bottle or box. Decorate your bottles/boxes
with illustrations and drawings or shapes that you think symbolise your special friendship.

•
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Thank you for using this resource pack!
We hope you enjoyed the lessons.
We would love to see what you have created. Share your work with us
@nosycrowbooks #LittleBirdFlies
Don’t miss Bridie’s next adventure, Little Bird Lands, coming in July 2019.
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